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Make NATO History! G20 Summit Hits London
On the 3rd and 4th of April in Strasbourg and BadenBaden a summit meeting of the NATO members is
taking place for the occasion of the 60th anniversary
of NATOs existence. No less than the very continuance
of this military alliance is at stake. Expect broad
resistance from the labor unions through to the extraparlimentary radical left - as well as heavy state
repression. 		
readmore:/en/node/1814

“We Won’t Pay For Their Crisis!”

On Thursday 2nd of April the G20 (or G22) are
descending on the city in a Summit to address the
current global Crisis, and to discuss how to “restabilise” the world economy and how to re-write the
rules of global Capitalism, whilst thousands of people
are losing their jobs and homes on a daily basis.

MEdia against the nato-summit
Indymedia linksunten will be closely following the protests
Bundesverfassungsgericht, Schloss Karlsruhe und Bäume
and facilitate new information as it‘s being posted.
During the Actiondays in Freiburg, Baden-Baden, Kehl
und Strasbourg their will be an additional Live-Ticker.
The indy deux rives will be released unreguarly and can
be found under linksunten.indymedia.org/print. We hope
you find a way to print and distribute them.
During the actions their will be also some alternative
Amid the biggest police operation to be launched in
radio coverage.
London for over a decade, many UK wide groups
Drop-in centres for diy-media-work can be found in the and organisations have joined forces for several days
CCs in Freiburg and Strasbourg, on the Camp and in all of protests and events starting on Saturday 28th until
infopoints.
Thursday 2nd, to show a clear rejection to the G20’s
We shortened the links in the indy deux rives. To read the ‘solutions’, as well as to propose ways out to the
articles online you have to type linksunten.indymedia.org/ current economic and social situation that go beyond
node/1861, when we write read more: /node/1861
the ‘logic’ of Capitalism.
read more:/node/1861
Abajo y la izquierda esá el corazon
Am Rande der DGB-Demo in Stuttgart
Maps, Dates, Tips, etc: linksunten.indymedia.org/node/1752
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Call for Summer of Resistance 2009

Collapse the security architectures!
Against NATO, G20, G8, Frontex and the
“Stockholm Programme”!
Since the end of the last millennium a modification of the
“security architecture” within the EU takes place, which have been
accelerated by the attacks of 11 September 2001 in the United
States. Visible phenomena are for example the entanglement of
internal and external security, a “pooling” of prosecution authorities
and intelligence sevices and a simplified data exchange.
At the technical level we are confronted with new digital
surveillance cameras, satellite surveillance, biometrics, drones,
software for intelligent search in databases and new broadband
networks to manage this huge flood of digital data.
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LEGAL Team
During the NATO Summit, the Legal Team
will be at your side—just like in Heiligendamm
2007. Whether you are in Strasbourg or in
Baden-Baden : Beginning on March 30,
2009, we are legally supporting you as your
Emergency Legal Aid and the. EA. Should you
are suffer any police repression or arbitrary use
of power, please contact us:
Legal Team Strasbourg, France:
+33 (0)3 68 46 02 62
Legal Team Freiburg, Germany:
+49 (0)7 61 40 97 25 1
read more: /node/1847

Actioninfopoint

New institutions and authorities have been created, including the
“European Police Office Europol, the police academy CEPOL, the
border agency Frontex and the” Committee for the Management of
Operational Cooperation " of all police agencies of the EU within
its intelligence operation assessment center.

Information is the backbone of the pending
protests. How do I find what I need for the
days to come: food, a place to stay, sanitary
facilities, trusting people? What happened so
far, whats going on right now? When and how
At the initiative of former French Defense Minister (and do I get to exactly the action fitting myself?
current Interior Minister) Michèle Alliot-Marie the "European All justified questions. We want to help to find
Gendarmerie Force (EGF) was founded and has been established answers to such questions.
in 2004. The EGF shall ensure the “public order”, combat There are maps prepared that contain
insurgency, obtain intelligence information and protect property information about the infopoint, the camp and
in conflict areas.
all important phone numbers. You will find the
The security industry is likely one of the few branches that profits maps at the infopoints, the camp, etc.
massive from the current crisis of capitalism and the resulting Our infopoint is a node in a network. We
battles.
ask everybody to be part of it. Bring the
Europe’s police forces are preparing themselve for protest and informations and announcements of your
resistance against the impact of the crisis. Even the chairman of activities to the infopoints. Keep us informed,
the International Monetary Fund IMF admits that in future more drop by or call us. Before you call us to tell
something, please ask yoursel following
riots are expected.
The institutions of the “leading economic nations” are forced to questions:
re-organize themselves. The “summits” of NATO, G8 and G20
are of central importance for this reorganization. Topics such as
climate, migration and agriculture are considered as threat to the
security of a “western lifestyle”.

WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, HOW, WHO,
HOW MANY!
Your report and hundreds of other puzzle parts
will make up the picture of the situation.

1. – 5. april | France/ Germany | NATO-Summit in Strasbourg, From April 1st - 5th at the Molodoi
Baden-Baden and Kehl
(convergence center), 19 Rue Ban de la
Roche, Strasbourg
8. – 10. july | Italy | G8-summit | La Maddalena

Germany: +49 (0) 1578/1441145 (only on
november oder december | Sweden | Meeting of the EU friday, 3rd April from 6 a.m. to 12 p.m.!)
France: +33 (0) 659 099 614
Ministry of the Interior | Stockholm
maps and more: /node/1835
read more: /node/1829
25. – 31. august | Greece | no border camp | Lesvos
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This is what democracy looks like
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KARLSBAD: Protest against speech of The police in Freiburg are taking more and more political actions
which violate basic democratic principles. On March 14th the
Schäuble, minister of interior
Freiburg police announced their intention to escalate efforts
On the 20th of March a pre-election speech- against the autonomous political scene in the Badische Zeitung
event organised by the CDU Christian (BZ). Even the regional chapter of Bündnis 90/Die Grünen
Democratic Union took place in a small declared that this reversal of the “formerly de-escalatory 'Freiburgvillage of 2000 inhabitants Karlsbad- line'” constituted part of the “recent strategy involving increased
Auerbach in the southwest Germany, between hostility towards civil rights.”
Karlsruhe and Pforzheim .The main speaker,
the Minister of the Interior, Mr. Schäuble held After the successful and peaceful KTS demonstration on December
the speech dedictated to the topic „What keeps 12th 2008 against changes proposed to the rights of assembly, three
our society together“. Our activists used this indivuals among the 2,500 demonstators who were particularly
opportunity to protest against the continuous exposed to contact with the police were targeted for repression.
rearment and curtailing of the basic human Inspite of, or possibly due to, the successful and transparent
rights. 		
read more:: /node/1847 communication between one delegated KTS member and the
police this member were subsequently charged with participating
in a riot (Gesinnungsparagraph “Landfriendsbruch”).
Both board members of the KTS umbrella organization also
received citations accusing them of violations of the rights of
assembly. In the BZ Police director Amann contended that KTS'
appeal for a demonstration was punishable under law despite the
fact that this would not apply according to §§ 23 ff VersG. These
actions demonstrate a willingness of the police to engage in
politically motivated activities rather than carry out the law.

(Intelligence service) attempts to recruit
activists prior to Strasbourg protests
On Tueday, the 24th of March, the
Verfassungsschutz (a German intelligence
service) approached an individual in
Ettlingen, near Karlsruhe, in attempt to
infiltrate the protest organizations. Contact
was immediately broken off by the
parents, whereupon the Verfassungsschutz
member indicated that he would return at
a later time.
read more: /node/1846
And Again: In Zell

In addition to the usual goals of rightwingers – the intimidation
and profiling left-wing subcultures – the current attacks challenge
the well-developed and functioning communication structures
between KTS and the city government. The police are thus
attempting to sabotage the nationally recognized policy of social
pacification between the municipal government of Freiburg
and the autonomous scene, also known as the “Freiburg-line.”
These actions could have long-term consequences for this
relationship.
An immediate cessation of the preliminary proceedings is
necessary in order for us to continue our policy of conscious
de-escalation. We will be closely following the behavior of the
police in the coming weeks before and after the NATO summit
in Strasbourg, Kehl and Baden-Baden. Amann has stated that
the plans for the Convergence Center against the NATO summit,
taking place at the KTS from the 25th through the 31st of March
are “not unproblematic.” We consider this to be a defamtion of
a legitimate protest. In light of these events we call especially
for an unregistered demonstration on the 30th of March against
militarism and for the right of assembly.

In Zell am Harmersbach (Ortenau), southwest
of Germany the above-named institution tried
to recruite 2 new members on the 24.03.2009.
It is understood in association to the NATOSummit, that takes place in few days in this
area. 		
read more: /node/1849 Make NATO History!
And on the 25th another person got asked to
work for the intelligence service.

Archive of (Anti-)Repression against the
13.12.-Demonstration:/node/1806
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calendar

FREIBURG-CC:2-5pm
Autonomous Medic
Workshop II
FREIBURG :4pm
Anitmilitaristic Critical
Mass at the Theatre
FREIBURG - CC: 6pm
„No peace with the
N AT O : A m i l i t a r y
alliance is reforming for
new wars“ Infoevening
with the IMI
STUTTGART - Jugendhaus Mitte: 7pm
Against war and kapitalistic chrisis - Information evening

28. March 2009
FRANKFURT - Main Station and Bockenheimer Warte:
noon
No cent for their chrisis - No live for their war
Antikapitalistic und antimilitaristic No NATO-Block &&
Socialrevolutionary und antinational Block
Train-meeting-points:
FREIBURG Main Station, platform 2: 6.45 am
MANNHEIM Main Station, platform 7a: 10:42 am
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30. March 2009
FREIBURG, Bertoldsbrunnen: 6pm:
Make Militarism History! - Demonstration against NATO and for freedom
of assembly
Infos: 3003.blogsport.de

1. April 2009
LONDON, Bank of England: 12
Uhr: G20 Meltdown — Financial
Fools Day Party, RTS
STRASBOURG-NEUHOF: CampOpening and Festival
Actionday „European security
architecture“

2. April 2009
Worldwide: Actionday „War and crisis“

3. April 2009
BADEN-BADEN: All day blocades of
the access roads; 11 am demonstration
to the Festspielhaus

4. April 2009
STRASBOURG & KEHL: starting at 6
am blockades against the summit
STRASBOURG: 13 Uhr: internationale
demonstration
ISTANBUL Anti-NATO Protest
NEW-YORK or WASHINGTON :
Anti-NATO Protest

5. April 2009
STRASBOURG: Anti-Prison Protest
FREIBURG - CC: 5.30pm
Discussion with one of the Authours of „Autonome in
Bewegung
FREIBURG - CC: 8.30pm „NATO in the region or wars are
manufactured next door.“ by ZuVielArbeit

For perfection we are too few.
This work is licensed under a Attribution Non-commercial
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